
WGMR ISSUES AND PROGRAMS:  FOURTH QUARTER 2015

ISSUE:  YOUTH PROGRAMMING

10/09/15 at 19:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Fr. Mark Mary and Doug 
Barry spoke to Bryan Mercier.  Bryan runs youth camps and retreats.  Bryan tries 
to motivate and excite young people to the fullness of life.

10/16/15 at 19:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Fr. Mark Mary and Doug 
Barry talked to Andrew Kebe and Peter Demarais.  They work with young adults 
on college campuses.  Andrew said each of our problems is personal and we 
need a community to find healing.

11/06/15 at 19:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Fr. Mark Mary and Doug 
Barry spoke to Seth Demoor.  Seth is a cyclist.  He went on a several month bike 
ride, interviewing people he met on the way.

11/13/15 at 19:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Fr. Mark Mary and Doug 
Barry talked to Jessica Cox.  Jessica was born without arms.  Jessica shared her 
personal struggles and interior well-being while growing up with a disability.

12/06/15 at 19:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Fr. Mark Mary and Doug 
Barry spoke to Scott and Annie Powell.  They run wilderness challenges in 
Colorado for youth.  They joked how the young people have no cell phone 
service while in the wilderness.

12/13/15 at 19:00…Life on the Rock…60 minutes…Fr. Mark Mary and Doug 
Barry talked to Kevin Cotter.  Kevin has written three books on Jorge Mario 
Bergoglio of Argentina.  Kevin spoke a lot about mercy and forgiveness.  

ISSUE:  FAMILY, PARENTING AND RELATIONSHIPS

10/06/15 at 14:00…Faith and Family…30 minutes…Host Steve Wood spoke on 
practical wisdom for families today.  On today’s program Steve focused on tough 
love.  Steve said to really help our kids it may be necessary to use tough love.  
Steve noted that discipline is for those for whom we love.

10/20/15 at 14:00…Faith and Family…30 minutes…Host Steve Wood talked on 
the family.  Specifically, Steve discussed how to keep marriages strong.  Steve 
mentioned the harmful effects of divorce and remarriage.  Steve explained how 
the human heart was made for and meant for life long love.

11/03/15 at 14:00…Faith and Family…30 minutes…Host Steve Wood spoke on 
ancient wisdom for families today.  Steve said families need to be committed to 
the truth.  In order to commit ourselves to the truth, according to Steve, we need 
to be humble and be open to the truth.



11/10/15 at 14:00…Faith and Family…30 minutes…Host Steve Wood continued 
to talk on ancient wisdom for the family today.  Each of us needs to find the path 
to happiness in our ordinary daily lives, according to Steve.  The key is to have a 
balance in our exterior and interior lives.  Steve noted that each of us needs to 
have speech that is life giving.

12/01/15 at 14:00…Faith and Family…30 minutes…Host Steve Wood spoke on 
the topic of child discipline.  Negative ways to discipline involve choices and 
counting.  Positive ways to discipline are using an authoritative voice and 
manner.

12/08/15 at 14:00…Faith and Family…30 minutes…Host Steve Wood continued 
to talk on ancient wisdom to guide modern families.  Corporeal punishment has 
pros and cons, Steve said.  A parent’s choice of authority on the issue is the 
driving decision to use or not use corporeal punishment.  Those who suffer from 
addictions/substance abuse should never use corporeal punishment, according 
to Steve.

ISSUE:  HEALTH

10/20/15 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical 
psychologist, answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on 
raising their children.  On today’s show repressed memory syndrome was 
discussed.

10/20/15 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical 
psychologist, answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on 
raising their children.  Dr. Ray helped a caller with someone that had 
experienced abuse.

11/02/15 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical 
psychologist, answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on 
raising their children.  Dr. Ray answered the email of a listener regarding lethargy 
and disobedience of their teenage son.

11/03/15 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical 
psychologist, answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on 
raising their children.  A listener needed advice on family friction, and hypnosis 
and dreams.

12/02/15 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical 
psychologist, answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on 
raising their children.  Dr. Ray discussed behavioral traits and how they vary 
between people.

12/04/15 at 12:00…The Doctor is In…57 minutes…Dr. Ray Guarendi, a clinical 
psychologist, answers listeners questions concerning the healthy choices on 



raising their children.  Anxiety problems are the majority of diagnosis in 
psychiatrist offices, according to Dr. Ray.

ISSUE:  EDUCATIONAL

10/03/15 at 18:00…Register Radio…30 minutes…Hosts Jeanette DeMelo, Dan 
Burke, and Thom Price taught on current events making news.  Topics covered 
were divorce and remarriage, and Susan Brinkmann spoke on dangers to interior 
well-being.

10/17/15 at 18:00…Register Radio…30 minutes…Hosts Jeanette DeMelo, Dan 
Burke, and Thom Price taught on current events making news.  Topics covered 
were an update on the family from Rome, Italy, and current laws in the state of 
California.

11/07/15 at 18:00…Register Radio…30 minutes…Hosts Jeanette DeMelo, Dan 
Burke, and Thom Price taught on current events making news.  Topics covered 
were the plague of pornography with Ryan Foley of Covenant Eyes, and Jack 
Beers spoke about the Beautiful Mercy Project.

11/14/15 at 18:00…Register Radio…30 minutes…Hosts Jeanette DeMelo, Dan 
Burke, and Thom Price taught on current events making news.  Topics covered 
were a Franciscan Sister who was a winner on a television cooking show, and 
better marriage preparation was discussed.

12/05/15 at 18:00…Register Radio…30 minutes…Hosts Jeanette DeMelo, Dan 
Burke, and Thom Price taught on current events making news.  Topics covered 
were Anglican-Catholic relations, and a conversation about the Beautiful Mercy 
Project.

12/12/15 at 18:00…Register Radio…30 minutes…Hosts Jeanette DeMelo, Dan 
Burke, and Thom Price taught on current events making news.  Topics covered 
were stewardship success in New Orleans, and refugees flooding into Jordan 
and Lebanon.

ISSUE:  PUBLIC INTEREST

10/04/15 at 08:30…EWTN Bookmark…30 minutes…Host Doug Keck’s weekly 
book review show discusses the salient points with the author(s) on their newest 
book release.  On this program, author Lisa Hendey was on to discuss her book 
entitled The Grace of Yes.  The book looked at practicing the virtues for better 
daily living.

10/11/15 at 08:30…EWTN Bookmark…30 minutes…Host Doug Keck’s weekly 
book review show discusses the salient points with the author(s) on their newest 
book release.  On this program, author Dr. Ray Guarendi was on to discuss his 
book entitled Winning the Discipline Debates.  The book addressed the scenarios 
parents often find themselves in when dealing with their children’s misbehavior.



11/08/15 at 08:30…EWTN Bookmark…30 minutes…Host Doug Keck’s weekly 
book review show discusses the salient points with the author(s) on their newest 
book release.  On this program, author Fr. Brian Mullady was on to discuss his 
book entitled Christian Social Order.  The book looked at the foundational 
building blocks for a good society.

11/15/15 at 08:30…EWTN Bookmark…30 minutes…Host Doug Keck’s weekly 
book review show discusses the salient points with the author(s) on their newest 
book release.  On this program, author Fr. Robert Spitzer was on to discuss his 
book entitled Finding True Happiness:  Satisfying Our Restless Heart.  The book 
examined the philosophical and scientific aspects of happiness.

12/06/15 at 08:30…EWTN Bookmark…30 minutes…Host Doug Keck’s weekly 
book review show discusses the salient points with the author(s) on their newest 
book release.  On this program, author Bishop Laffitte was on to discuss his book 
entitled The Choice of the Family.  It looks at how marriage is a calling of 
permanence, which leads to true happiness.

12/13/15 at 08:30…EWTN Bookmark…30 minutes…Host Doug Keck’s weekly 
book review show discusses the salient points with the author(s) on their newest 
book release.  On this program, author Katie Warner was on to discuss her book 
entitled Head and Heart.  The book looked at the roles of men and women in the 
household.


